STAFF REPORT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
From the City Manager
DATE: September 14, 2020
SUBJECT
Consideration of All-Electric Reach Codes (Reach Codes) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs)
through new building construction requirements
RECOMMENDATION
1. Waive first reading and introduce Ordinance of the City of Redwood City Adding Article XIV of Chapter
9 of the Redwood City Code to Adopt Local Amendments to the 2019 Edition of the California Energy Code
and Green Building Standards Codes, Together with Certain Amendments, Exceptions, Modifications and
Additions Thereto; and
2. Set a public hearing on the adoption of these ordinances for September 21, 2020, commencing at 7:00
p.m. (or as soon thereafter as can be heard).
STRATEGIC PLAN GUIDING PRINCIPLE
Sustainability
BACKGROUND
Staff recommends adoption of All-Electric Reach Codes (Reach Codes) to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGs) through new building construction requirements. Reach Codes are amendments to the
Energy and Green Buildings Standards Codes, which aim to reduce GHGs by reducing reliance on natural
gas and emphasizing building electrification. Building electrification is a key strategy in the City’s draft
Climate Action Plan, which is expected to be considered later this year. In the course of considering Reach
Codes over the last year, the City has evaluated whether certain types of new construction should be
exempt from these codes, as described further in the report. The proposed Reach Codes include eight
exceptions recommended by staff out of a list of eleven exceptions originally considered.
The City’s GHG Inventory, annually conducted from regional and state provided data, notes that electricity
and natural gas usage in Redwood City buildings accounts for 45% of the GHGs generated in the city.
Additionally, the GHG Inventory shows:
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Natural gas accounts for approximately 4% of total energy consumption in buildings, and generates
approximately 68% of emissions from buildings.
Electricity accounts for approximately 96% of total energy consumption in buildings, and generates
32% of GHGs from buildings
Although the large difference in emissions between natural gas and electric sources is due in part
to older and less energy efficient natural gas appliances, electric appliances can be significantly
more energy efficient and generate lower emissions compared to natural gas appliances.
The City Council and the Board of Building Review (BOBR) have reviewed proposed Reach Codes
as detailed below:









October 28, 2019 – City Council considered introducing ordinances amending the California
Building Codes and Fire Codes, and received a presentation on mixed-fuel reach codes. Mixed-fuel
reach codes encouraged all-electric construction, but still allowed all buildings to use natural gas
and electricity as energy sources. However, the City Council instead directed staff to develop
alternative All-Electric Reach Codes for City Council consideration.
December 9, 2019 – BOBR discussed Reach Codes, with certain exceptions. The BOBR
recommended minor changes. Attendees included residents, contractors, Peninsula Clean Energy
(PCE), and local developers. PCE is a not-for-profit alternative clean energy provider and has
assisted staff with developing the City’s Reach Codes. Public comment indicated general support
for requiring electrification, with some members of the public expressing concern about the
feasibility and costs of implementation in high-rise residential buildings and hospitals. BOBR
members asked for more clarity on the cost-effectiveness of all-electric central water heating in
high-rise multifamily buildings, which is further detailed under the Analysis. Since the December 9,
2019 meeting, there has been a cost-effectiveness study for four to seven story residential
buildings and a cost-effectiveness study for residential buildings eight stories and above is
underway.
January 13, 2020 – Staff presented draft Reach Codes with exceptions, further described under
Analysis1. City Council reviewed the Reach Codes and then directed staff to conduct additional
community and stakeholder outreach. Council also discussed whether Reach Codes could be
reviewed annually or phased in. Since state mandated building code updates occur in three-year
cycles, staff recommend adopting Reach Codes without phasing since the state is likely to develop
stricter energy efficiency standards consistent with California Energy Commission’s (CEC) goal of
100% clean energy. Additionally, staff anticipates providing an update on Reach Codes
implementation during the next adoption of the California Building Codes in late 2022.
August 20, 2020 – Staff presented the results of the additional community and stakeholder
outreach to the Environmental Initiatives Ad Hoc Committee. As will be discussed further, staff
developed two new possible exceptions for City Council consideration based on community
feedback. The two new exceptions are for affordable housing and accessory dwelling units (ADUs).
The Committee reviewed the proposed exceptions from the January 13, 2020 meeting and the two
new exceptions that arose out of community feedback.

For more information on All-Electric Reach Codes and proposed exceptions, please visit www.redwoodcity.org/reachcodes. An
initial analysis of proposed exceptions is included in the January 13, 2020 staff report available on the Reach Codes webpage.
1
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ANALYSIS
Staff have evaluated Reach Codes within the context of sustainability goals and constructability.
Additionally, staff worked to develop Reach Codes appropriate for Redwood City. Over the past year, staff
have navigated through cost, cost effectiveness, and energy efficiency considerations. As will be discussed
below, cost and cost effectiveness, while related, are different. In terms of adoption of Reach Codes, the
state only requires that the energy efficiency measure, or Reach Code requirement, be cost effective and
not result in an increase in energy usage.
Reach Codes go beyond the goal of energy efficiency and seek to reduce GHGs by eliminating reliance
on natural gas in newly constructed buildings. This is done by requiring all new construction:
1) Be built to utilize only electric appliances.
2) Include some level of electrical vehicle charging capability.
In certain instances, the availability of electric appliances is limited or implementation of all-electric
infrastructure may be difficult. Examples include commercial restaurant equipment or central heat pump
water heating for affordable housing developments. The staff recommended Reach Codes include
possible exceptions to allow for mixed-fuel buildings in cases where the lack of available equipment or
site infeasibility issues could make all-electric construction prohibitive. Staff reviewed the number of new
construction applications over the past three years and found that up to 58 new buildings could be made
all-electric annually. On average, the City receives 58 new building applications, including 37 applications
for ADUs each year.
At the January 13, 2020 meeting City Council reviewed nine exceptions to the Reach Codes. After
conducting more outreach, staff developed two additional exceptions, for a total of 11, based on public
feedback. The two new exceptions included an exception for 100% affordable housing developments and
another for ADU’s. After evaluating 11 Reach Code exceptions, staff now recommends eight exceptions,
which will be further detailed under Reach Code Exceptions – Staff Recommendations.
Cost and Cost Effectiveness
In order to adopt the local code amendments, the additional requirements must be cost effective
pursuant to Public Resources Code 25402. There is not a requirement that the upfront costs of an energy
efficiency measure be less costly than the alternative. The CEC considers an energy efficiency measure
cost effective if the total utility savings over the estimated useful life of the energy efficiency measure
exceeds the difference of costs between the measure and the base line measure of mixed-fuel energy
usage. For example, requiring all-electric space conditioning in single-family homes would be considered
cost effective, if the total utility savings over 30 years exceeds the additional cost of the all-electric
equipment when compared to the cost of a natural gas powered space conditioner.
In developing the Reach Codes, staff relied on publically accessible cost effectiveness studies. The studies
were prepared for the Southern California Edison Company in coordination with Pacific Gas & Electric and
other California based utilities for utility users throughout the state. These studies have been cited by
other local cities adopting Reach Codes. In addition to these studies, staff worked with PCE, members of
the Statewide Codes & Standards Program, and the Bay Area Regional Energy Network (BayREN) to
interpret the study results. The Statewide Codes & Standards Program is funded by California utilities such
as Pacific Gas & Electric and Southern California Edison to develop recommendations for energy standards
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and reach codes. BayREN is a collaboration between nine Bay Area counties whose work includes
increasing energy efficiency in buildings.
For future and ongoing technical support, PCE has collaborated with TRC, a construction and engineering
firm, to provide free technical assistance to design professionals, architects, contractors, and other
consultants to incorporate Reach Code requirements in their projects. This assistance includes online and
in-person discussions on building electrification. Interested parties may sign up for assistance at
www.allelectricdesign.org. TRC will help developers explore building electrification and resolve complex
design challenges.
Community Outreach
In addition to the City Council and BOBR meetings discussing Reach Codes, PCE hosted workshops and
stakeholder meetings throughout San Mateo County, including in Redwood City. During the January 13,
2020 meeting, the City Council directed staff to conduct further community and stakeholder outreach
regarding Reach Codes exceptions.
Community & Stakeholder Meetings
Since the January 13, 2020 meeting, staff has met with the Redwood City Chamber of Commerce, the
Neighborhood Association Leadership Council, created a website, published a community survey, and
issued social media posts to seek additional feedback. Additionally, the City also received stakeholder
letters from the Chamber of Commerce, Fossil Free Mid-Peninsula, Menlo Spark, and Peninsula Builders
Exchange. The following discussion summarizes the community engagement efforts:




February 4, 2020 – Staff presented to the Chamber of Commerce’s Economic Development
Committee. Attendees were generally supportive, but overall desired certainty to know which
requirements would apply. Some attendees noted difficulty of certain requirements for high-rise
residential construction or office buildings greater than 52,000 square feet due to the lack of a
comprehensive cost effectiveness study establishing cost effectiveness for central heat pump water
heating. Increased equipment and design costs was another concern.
February 27, 2020 – Staff presented to the Neighborhood Association Leadership. Attendees were
generally supportive but expressed interest in an ADU exception.

Community & Stakeholder Survey
Staff developed and posted a Reach Codes survey on the City website to seek feedback on the Reach
Codes and possible exceptions. PCE and a representative with the Statewide Codes & Standards Program
assisted in survey development. Between June 24 and July 31, 2020, 210 people responded. The
respondents included Redwood City residents, business owners, individuals working in Redwood City,
developers, licensed contractors, environmental advocates, and individuals interested in becoming
Redwood City residents or business owners. Table 1, shows the proportion of residents to non-residents:

Table 1
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Survey
Respondents
Redwood City
Residents
Non-Redwood
City Residents

Survey
Respondents

Percentage

134

64%

76

36%

The survey asked respondents to provide a weighted rank identifying what was important to consider
when adopting Reach Codes (Table 2). The most highly weighted priority in adopting Reach Codes is to
reduce GHGs.
Table 2
Ranked Priorities
Importance of Reducing Greenhouse Gas
Emissions
Importance of Preserving/Incentivizing
Affordable Housing
Importance of Availability of Cost Competitive
Equipment

Ranking

Importance of Cost of Construction
Importance of Cost of Changing Business
Practices

4

1
2
3

5

While reducing GHGs ranked as the most important consideration, as Table 3 shows, the respondents
seemed to rely on a wider range of considerations in deciding which exceptions should be allowed. For
example, respondents appeared to generally favor exceptions if Reach Codes requirements could impact
certain business’ fiscal operations. Additionally, Table 3 shows respondents were generally not in favor of
exempting affordable housing developments, even though preserving and incentivizing affordable
housing was the second ranked priority, as shown in Table 2.
Table 3

Survey Results on Possible Reach Code Exceptions
#

Supported Exceptions
Space
1 Conditioning/Water
Heating - Hospitals
Space
Conditioning/Water
2
Heating - Scientific
Laboratory Areas
Restaurants/Kitchens 3 Non-residential
Buildings

Percent
Approve

Non-Supported
Exceptions

#

Percent
Reject

57%

5

Projects with Planning
Entitlements

60%

54%

6

Affordable Housing
Developments

51%

Cooking
11 Appliances/Fireplaces Residential Buildings

54%

57%
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Survey Results on Possible Reach Code Exceptions
#

Supported Exceptions
F or H Occupancies or
4 Scientific Laboratory
Areas2
8 Technical Infeasibility
9 Emergency Centers

Percent
Approve

Non-Supported
Exceptions

#

66%

10

66%

Water Heating - High-rise
Residential Buildings

7 ADUs

Percent
Reject
67%
69%

64%

Following the community outreach, staff analyzed the number of new construction buildings permitted
from 2017 to 2019. The data provided insight on the number of buildings that would likely be subject to
the Reach Codes annually. Redwood City received an average of 58 building applications annually for the
last three years.
Reach Codes Exceptions – Staff Recommendations
Below are eleven Reach Code exceptions evaluated by staff. The following section is separated into two
categories: exceptions staff recommends (8 exceptions) and exceptions staff does not recommend (3
exceptions).
Staff has examined cities that have adopted similar exceptions. During the review, staff noted cities’ reach
codes were not always equivalent. For example, in some cases, cities adopted all-electric and mixed-fuel
reach codes which establish requirements if a developer chose one form of construction (all-electric or
mixed-fuel) over another. In these instances, staff included these as exceptions to an all-electric reach
code requirement in addition to examples of explicit exceptions. Table 4 shows which cities have adopted
all-electric reach codes only or all-electric and mixed-fuel reach codes. The cities that have adopted allelectric reach codes may also have explicit exceptions.
Update: Staff is in the process of revising Table 4 and the specific community examples for each
proposed exception and will present updated comparable community data at the September 14, 2020
City Council meeting. The specific staff recommendations will remain unchanged.

2

An F occupancy is a building or structure that has a factory oriented building use such as assembling, fabricating,
manufacturing, repair or packaging. An H occupancy is a building or structure that generates or stores hazardous materials.

Scientific Laboratory Areas are rooms or areas where research or experiments are conducted.
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Table 4

Status

All-Electric Only

Status

All-Electric and
Mixed-Fuel

Approved

Burlingame

Approved

Berkeley3

Evaluating

Campbell

Adopted

Hayward

Approved

Menlo Park

Adopted

Los Gatos

Approved

Morgan Hill

Adopted

Palo Alto

Approved

Mountain View

Adopted

San Jose

Approved

Pacifica

Adopted

San Mateo

Approved

San Mateo County

Approved

Santa Cruz

Exceptions - Recommended by Staff
Exception 1 – Non-Residential Buildings that will be constructed to Office of Statewide Health Planning
and Development (OSHPD) 1 Hospital Standards or OSHPD 3 Clinic Standards, may contain non-electric
space-conditioning, water-heating systems, and process load systems.
 The largest use of energy in buildings is from space conditioning; an alternative to gas-powered
space conditioning is the use of electric heat pumps. The concern for using all-electric space
conditioning equipment relates to whether the systems can maintain constant temperatures
necessary for experiments and/or health care.
 Burlingame, Campbell, Los Gatos, Palo Alto, San Jose, and San Mateo have adopted similar
exceptions.
 Staff recommends adopting Exception 1 to enable health facilities to use natural gas for space
conditioning and to heat greater than normal amounts of water. Hospitals may have unique
requirements when compared to other non-residential uses such as retail or office space. Natural
gas may be necessary to provide a high standard of care and maintain a safe environment.
Exception 2 – Buildings containing a Scientific Laboratory Area may contain non-electric spaceconditioning and water-heating systems.
 This exception is included for businesses that rely on consistent temperatures and/or high
temperature water for sterilization through use of natural gas appliances.
 A total of 23 laboratory building permits were issued between 2017 and 2019, however, these
were alteration permits – not for new construction.
 Brisbane, Burlingame, Campbell, Los Gatos, Mountain View Menlo Park, Palo Alto, San Jose, and
San Mateo have adopted similar exceptions.
 Staff recommends adopting Exception 2 to enable medical and/or biotech companies to conduct
While the City of Berkeley has adopted a gas ban on infrastructure, it has also adopted mixed-fuel reach codes. How the two
regulations may be implemented is not yet clear to staff.
3
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experiments or continue processes in controlled environments where gas may be necessary for
space conditioning and/or water heating. Due to the sensitive nature of experiments,
maintenance of test subjects, and requirements for sterilization of testing equipment, gas for
space conditioning and water heating is a necessity for Scientific Laboratory Areas as electric
equivalents are not able to keep up with the high demand.
Note:
Staff also propose Exception 4, discussed below, which takes into account how gas pipes may be necessary
for specific business processes. Exception 4 is different than Exception 2 in that Exception 2 considers the
specific appliances necessary for maintaining a controlled environment or conditions. Exception 4 focuses
on the need for gas piping in manufacturing, repair, or fabrication.
Exception 3 – Non-Residential Buildings containing a kitchen may contain non-electric cooking appliances.
 This exception would include buildings containing a restaurant or catering kitchen serving the
public or employees.
 Staff received feedback from restaurant industry professionals indicating comparable all-electric
equipment that can produce the same heat as gas-powered equipment is limited. Additionally,
restaurateurs and chefs have expressed concern with higher electricity costs of all-electric
kitchens. This industry also has been significantly impacted by Covid-19 economic impacts.
 Brisbane, Burlingame, Campbell, Cupertino, Hayward, Los Gatos, Menlo Park, Mountain View,
Pacifica, Palo Alto, San Jose, San Mateo, Santa Cruz, and Saratoga have similar exceptions for
commercial kitchens.
 Staff recommends adopting Exception 3 since certain natural gas cooking appliances can be
central to non-residential kitchens. Additionally, electric appliances on the market are not yet
readily available or equivalent which could place a burden on new restaurants or kitchens.
Exception 4 – Non-residential buildings containing F and H occupancies, as defined in the California
Building Code, or Scientific Laboratory Areas may have gas piping installed for use of natural gas in
manufacturing, research, and development.
 Certain manufacturing processes require natural gas for products such as fertilizers. Research
and medical labs may also have highly specialized applications such as high-volume sterilization
and other needs.
 An F occupancy is a building or structure that has a factory oriented building use such as
assembling, fabricating, manufacturing, repair or packaging. An H occupancy is a building or
structure that generates or stores hazardous materials.
 Recent Redwood City projects with F or H occupancies include Sims Metal Management and
Carbon, Inc. in Redwood City.
 Campbell, Cupertino, Los Gatos, Mountain View, Pacifica, Palo Alto, San Jose, and San Mateo
County have similar exceptions for F and H occupancies.
 Staff recommends adopting Exception 4 for buildings that require gas piping in their processes;
factories and hazardous materials facilities use highly specialized equipment to operate or
manufacture goods. This equipment has been designed and installed with natural gas as the
primary fuel source.
Exception 5 – All-Electric Building requirements shall not apply to projects with planning entitlements
approved by the City prior to the effective date of this ordinance.
 An entitled project is one that has received its discretionary land use permit but not its building
permit.
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Burlingame, Campbell, Palo Alto, and San Jose included a similar exception.
Staff recommends adopting Exception 5 as the Planning entitlement process can take multiple
years, particularly for large-scale projects that also require CEQA review. Due to significant time
and monetary investment necessary to obtain planning entitlements, imposing additional
building requirements after initial project design introduces additional project costs.

Note:
Projects entitled after Reach Codes adoption would be subject to all-electric requirements so the
window for this exception would be relatively small.
Exception 6 – All-Electric building requirements shall not apply to new residential structures that
designate 100% of the dwelling units to be affordable, excluding any onsite manager unit(s), for persons
earning 80% or less of the Area Median Income (AMI), as evidenced by instruments recorded against the
property that restrict the units as affordable for a period of at least 55 years.
 Affordable housing developments that are seeking tax credits and potentially other funding
source are subject to a maximum allowable cost per unit. The cost of constructing certain Reach
Codes requirements could potentially make projects ineligible to receive tax credits and other
funding, in turn making the project financially infeasible.
 The City’s Affordable Housing Ordinance requires ownership developments to provide 15% of
total units as affordable units for moderate income households (120% of AMI). For rental
developments, 20% of total units must be provided as affordable - 5% for very-low income (50%
of AMI), 5% for low income (80% of AMI) and 10% for moderate income (120% of AMI).
However, developers can also propose alternative compliance options which have included
developing 100% affordable, standalone buildings in order to meet the Affordable Housing
Ordinance requirements. By establishing the exception for 100% affordable projects that
provide units at 80% AMI or below, this would encourage developers to exceed the City’s
Affordable Housing Ordinance requirements and provide units at deeper affordability levels.
 Having an exception for affordable housing may not preclude all-electric affordable housing
developments as affordable housing developers have expressed support for all-electric
construction where feasible. Affordable housing developers would be encouraged to meet with
TRC, or similar design consultants, to address building electrification and design/cost issues.
 Exception 6 would be unique to Redwood City. Other cities, such as San Jose, have an exception
for buildings containing low or very low income units, but the exception specifically applies to
relaxed EV charging requirements.
 Staff recommends adopting Exception 6. The Bay Area continues to face an ever-worsening
affordable housing crisis. Creating housing, particularly affordable housing, is the City Council’s
top strategic priority. This exception would help ensure that affordable housing projects
supporting the City’s lowest income residents are not discouraged. While not a guarantee,
affordable housing developers have expressed interest in constructing all-electric buildings
when possible.
Exception 7 – All-electric building requirements would not apply to Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) or
Junior Accessory Dwelling Units (JADUs) as long as they are created through the conversion of existing
space. The requirements will apply to ADUs and JADUs that are created through new construction.
 An ADU/JADU is typically a second smaller residential dwelling unit that is constructed on the
same property as a primary larger residence.
 Requiring all-electric ADUs/JADUs within an existing space may require the existing residential
electrical service to be upgraded and is estimated to cost approximately $3,000. In addition, all-
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electric appliances would need to be installed. For context, the cost to construct an ADU in
Redwood City ranges between $40,000 and $300,000.
Over the past few years, the state has sought to reduce barriers and streamline development
of ADUs/JADUs to help increase the housing supply. Additionally, state regulations governing
ADUs and JADUs continue to evolve and it is unclear if the state may make revisions to the
Energy Code relaxing certain requirements. For example, prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, the
Assembly had considered exempting ADUs/JADUs from the Energy Code requirement to install
solar energy panels.
Campbell, Cupertino, Hayward, Pacifica, Palo Alto, and Santa Cruz have adopted similar
exceptions.
Resources are readily available for applicants interested in all-electric construction. In addition
to PCE’s free technical assistance, the Housing Endowment and Regional Trust of San Mateo
County has created the Green and Livable Accessory Dwelling Unit Resource (GLADUR). GLADUR
offers free designs for green all-electric ADU designs. Information on GLADUR’s free designs is
available at www.heartofsmcadu.org
Staff recommends adopting Exception 7 to encourage the construction of ADUs/JADUs towards
relieving the housing shortage. Though all-electric ADUs/JADUs may not be a requirement there
are significant resources, such as free designs or technical assistance, supporting all-electric
construction. Staff believe these resources will help incentivize construction of all-electric
ADUs/JADUs.

Exception 8 –If an applicant maintains that circumstances exist that make it infeasible for their building
to be an all-electric building, the applicant may request an exception in writing. In requesting an exception,
the burden is on the applicant to identify why the requirements for an all-electric building are infeasible
and must submit any information, as requested by the Building Official or their designee, substantiating
the infeasibility. All costs associated with the City’s review of the infeasibility request will be charged to
the applicant. The final determination of infeasibility shall be made by the Building Official or their
Designee. If the exception is granted, the Building Official or their designee shall document their findings
in the files of the Building Division.
 An all-electric requirement may be considered infeasible if the energy efficiency measure is
not physically possible due to specific site constraints.
 Should this exception be adopted, staff will develop a process whereby infeasibility exceptions
are evaluated by a qualified third party reviewer, and then submitted to the Building Official
or their designee for final determination.
 Berkeley, Burlingame, Cupertino, Hayward, Los Gatos, and Morgan Hill have this exception.
Mountain View has a similar exception allowed through their existing Building Codes.
 Staff recommends Exception 8 if there are physical constraints of the building site making the
project infeasible. In certain cases, energy efficiency measures take up significant space due to
the need for extra electrical transformers, water storage or other equipment. This exception
would allow for natural gas alternatives.
Exceptions - Not Recommended by Staff
Though the Reach Code requirements may not be preferred by property owners for the following
construction situations, staff found that there was available and comparable equipment, the main
purpose of a building would not be impacted, or the energy efficiency measure was cost-effective as
defined by the statewide cost-effectiveness studies. Additionally, in consulting PCE and BayREN, staff felt
comfortable that design strategies and technologies would improve over time.
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Exception 9 – Emergency Centers are not required to be All-Electric Buildings.
 Gas may serve as a back-up energy source to power certain appliances in the event of
emergencies. This is beneficial to emergency centers in the event of power failure during an
emergency. Emergency centers are buildings or structures used in the case of natural disaster
or other emergencies.
 Burlingame, Campbell, Los Gatos, Menlo Park, Pacifica, San Mateo, Santa Cruz, and Saratoga
have adopted this exception.
 Staff does not recommend adopting Exception 9. There are alternative backup energy sources
such as solar panels and battery storage that could assist in providing energy. Additionally, the
Reach Codes do not prohibit utilization of exterior gas generators to provide backup energy.
Exception 10 – High-Rise Residential Buildings may contain non-electric water-heating systems.
 Staff received feedback from contractors and designers regarding the difficulty of designing and
constructing an all-electric central water heating system. They indicate natural gas powered
systems are preferred as the systems take up less space, are easier to maintain, and have more
reliable backup mechanisms.
 Hayward, Los Gatos, San Jose, and San Mateo have exempted electric water-heating systems as
their Reach Codes allow for mixed-fuel construction in high-rise residential buildings.
 Staff does not recommend adopting Exception 10. Much of the concern for requiring all-electric
water heating in high-rise residential buildings is due to central heat pump water heating and
the cost-effectiveness study having only evaluated high-rise residential buildings of four to
seven stories. The concern is for high-rise buildings eight stories and above. Central heat pump
water heating was initially found to be not cost effective due to the energy required for the
pump system and the cost of the system evaluated. While this is true, the Statewide CASE Team,
the body responsible for developing recommendations on energy standards to the CEC, is
currently developing a cost-effectiveness study of central heat pump water heating systems for
residential buildings eight stories and above which will be released later this year. This study
will also evaluate other central heat pump water systems which are less expensive.
 There is also another all-electric alternative which was found to be cost effective: clustered
water heating. Clustered water heating is a system of multiple water heaters with each water
heater serving a certain number of units. This was evaluated for buildings four to seven stories,
but can also be applied to buildings eight stories and above. This can be a possible alternative
since it does not have the same issues as central heat pump water systems.
 Of Redwood City’s current residential developments under review, approved, or under
construction, only one project is eight stories (Greystar IV), though there are other proposed
projects that could meet or exceed eight stories. It is anticipated though that the all-electric
requirement for water heating will have minimal impact on future high-rise residential
multifamily buildings.
Exception 11 – Residential Buildings may contain non-electric fireplaces and cooking appliances, including
but not limited to stoves, ovens, cooking ranges, and broilers.
 This exception would apply to new single-family homes, duplexes, and all multi-family units.
However, single family homes and residential structures under four stories will be required to
be electric capable, which means the location of the gas appliance must also be prewired for
future electric appliance installation.
 Campbell, Hayward, Menlo Park, Pacifica, Palo Alto, and Saratoga have adopted similar
exceptions for both non-electric cooking appliances and fireplaces.
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Staff does not recommend adopting Exception 11 since comparable all-electric home appliances
are readily available. Additionally, it is not anticipated that this requirement would place an
undue burden on new market-rate residential homeowners.

Ongoing Legal Implications
Staff is aware of at least three lawsuits that have been filed against two local agencies due to Reach
Codes and other similar energy regulations.


The Town of Windsor adopted Reach Codes in October of 2019 that require all newly
constructed low-rise residential buildings be all-electric. The lawsuits claim Windsor violated
the California Environmental Quality Act by finding the ordinance exempt. The lawsuits further
claim Windsor violated the California Energy Code’s requirement that locally adopted energy
standards be supported by an analysis that the standards will be cost-effective by relying on a
statewide cost-effectiveness study instead of a more local study regarding electricity rates in
the Bay Area.



The City of Berkeley adopted a ban on natural gas infrastructure in certain newly constructed
buildings in July 2019. Berkeley did so under its constitutional police powers, rather than as
Reach Codes amendments to the California Energy Code. The California Restaurant Association
has filed a lawsuit in U.S. District Court, Northern District, alleging the ban violates state and
federal law because the ordinance attempts to regulate energy efficiency and building
standards that are already regulated by the state and federal governments. The lawsuit also
alleges that Berkeley could not use its police power to regulate energy standards. Berkeley also
adopted Reach Codes in December of 2019, but they are mixed-fuel Reach Codes and are not
being challenged by the lawsuit.

These cases are in their early stages, and there has been no substantial progress on them since staff last
presented the Reach Codes to Council for consideration. Staff will continue to monitor these cases as they
progress.
Next Steps
Should Reach Codes be adopted pursuant to a second reading of the ordinance, staff will submit the
approved ordinance to the California Energy Commission (CEC) for approval. The CEC requires a period up
to 60 days for public comment prior to issuing approval of the City’s Reach Code. After the CEC’s approval,
staff will file the Reach Codes with the Building Standards Commission.

FISCAL IMPACT
Staff does not anticipate a significant fiscal impact to the City associated with the adoption of the Reach
Codes. Reach Codes will be administered by the Building Division and will require additional staff training
and development of communication materials, both of which can likely be accommodated within the
Division’s existing budget. All staff will need additional training to understand how the new requirements
apply to building permit plan submittal, plan review and inspections. The Reach Codes as proposed will
not add any additional staffing requirement. The recommended exceptions are intended to provide both
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clarity to property owners and to limit staff time required to review plans for compliance. Staff considered,
but does not recommend, only an infeasibility exception instead of the specified exceptions as this
approach would likely increase the situations requiring staff review and therefore increase workload
without any offsetting resources.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This activity is not a project under California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as defined in CEQA
Guidelines, section 15378, because it has no potential for resulting in either a direct or reasonably
foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Public notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with the agenda items being listed, at least 72
hours prior to the meeting.

ALTERNATIVES
1. Adopt All-Electric Reach Codes with no exceptions.
2. Adopt All-Electric Reach Codes including certain exceptions as directed by Council.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Draft ordinance
Attachment B – Statewide Reach Code Residential Cost Effectiveness Study
Attachment C – Statewide Reach Code Nonresidential Cost Effectiveness Study
Attachment D – PG&E Letter

REPORT PREPARED BY:
Christina McTaggart, Chief Building Official
cmctaggart@redwoodcity.org
(650) 780-7228
Christopher Dacumos, Management Analyst II
cdacumos@redwoodcity.org
(650) 780-5957
Radha Mehta, Management Fellow
rmehta@redwoodcity.org
(650) 780-7231
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APPROVED BY:
Mark Muenzer, Community Development & Transportation Director
Melissa Stevenson Diaz, City Manager
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